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A group of six went hiking.One 

of them was gone…for some 

reason.The friends went to find 

him but…what they saw left them 

speechless…
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Chapter 1 
Where It All Started

One bright Saturday morning,six friends 
were thinking of what to do.One of them 
thought of hiking.’Guys,why not we go 
hiking!It will be fun!We can take beautiful 
photos and the sent of nature can calm us 
down!’Telulu told her friends.‘That’s 
actually not a bad idea!Right guys?Do you 
guys agree on that?’Alvin said,Telulu’s 
bestie.Everyone agreed and started packing 
their things.’But where should we go hiking 
on?There are a lot of places we can go 
hiking on.’Someone suddenly asked,it was 
Sophie,the smartest one in the group.’Why 
not the Darkness Mountain,where there’s a 
legend about it.Everyone says there’s a 
monster on there and I don’t believe 
them,so why not we go there!’Telulu 
answered,thinking it would be a good idea 
to go there.’WHAT!ARE YOU OUT OF YOUR 
MIND RIGHT NOW!THAT’S NOT A GOOD 
IDEA!’said Heily,the 

scaredy-cat,but Telulu begged her to go 
there.Heily still disagreed.Telulu didn’t give 
up though,she kept on begging and 
begging.After a while,Heily finally 
agreed.‘Fine,fine,fine.I’ll go,but I’m never 
going to do this again.’Heily 
requested.Telulu was happy again.They set 
o� early and were all excited,except 
Heily,but they didn’t know what was 
coming…
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Chapter 2 
Disappeared…

After some hours of driving,they were 
finally at Darkness Mountain.’That looks 
creepy…’said Heily,already having 
goosebumps on her back.’No,it looks 
cool!’Zach said,the “coolest” person in the 
group.’Guys!Less talking,start moving!I 
can’t wait any longer!I’m literally over the 
moon right now!Come on!’Telulu said 
excitedly.They thought it would be easy 
climbing up the mountain but they forgot 
about the legend…They were climbing up 
happily without knowing something was 
o�…After some time of climbing,someone 
yelled,’Wait!Where is Heily?Wasn’t she 
behind us?I don’t see her any where!’It was 
Silver,he’s the type of person who’s very 
careful and always takes a closer look at 
things.They looked around for Heily but 
there wasn’t a sign of her.They were 
confused but then remembered the 
legend.’Wait,could the legend be true?’

Alvin said in confused.’It couldn’t,right?I 
think Heily just ran o�.We’ll find her 
soon.’Telulu replied.They all searched for 
Heily again but still found 
nothing.Suddenly,Silver found a note on the 
floor.’Hey guys,I found a note here!’He 
said’It says”IKYGALFH,IHCH,YGWNFHA…”I 
don’t understand.Sophie,do you know what 
it means?’Sophie replied,’Hmm…If I am 
right,I think it means”I Know You Guys Are 
Looking For Heily,I Have Captured Her,You 
Guys Will Never Find Her Again…”It just 
wrote the first letter of each words.’’Wow!I 
don’t know how you understand that but 
that’s amazing!You are really,really 
smart!Anyways,now we know what it 
means,we just don’t know who wrote the 
note.’They were all confused and speechless 
by the note.’Could it be…the monster who 
wrote the note!’Zach suddenly said.’Well,we 
can’t just sit here 
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and keep on thinking about it.We’ll just have 
do it!’Telulu replied.’We have to split up so 
that we can find Heily!’Then Alvin said,’But 
what if Zach is right,maybe the legend 
about this mountain is true and the 
monster actually took Heily!We can’t…’’just 
calm down!I think someone is just playing a 
prank on us.Besides,there’s nothing as 
“Monster” in this world.The legend isn’t 
true.’Telulu suddenly spoke out,thinking it’s 
just a prank and they can find Heily for 
sure.They split up and started to search for 
Heily.’Heily!Where are you!It’s not 
funny!Just come out now!’They all screamed 
out.After thirty minutes of searching,they 
found absolutely nothing.They met up 
again.’Sorry but I found nothing,not even a 
single clue…‘Everyone said to each 
other.Meanwhile,Silver found something 
that was out of the ordinary,it was a 
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footprint,but…not the ones they usually 
see…’Hey guys…I found something…’Silver 
told his friends.’What is it?’Telulu asked.’It’s…
a…footprint…’Silver stuttered.’A…huge…
foot…print…‘Everyone looked at the footprint 
and they were speechless.It was indeed a 
huge footprint!’That…that…can’t…be…‘Alvin 
immediately muttered.’No no no!It’s…
definitely not the…monster!’Telulu stoped 
Alvin.’Wait guys!There’s…more!’Silver 
said.They all followed the footprints but didn’t 
know what will it let them to…
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Chapter 3 
The Haunted House

They followed the footprints until there 
was no more.’Is…is…is that…a…haunted 
house…’Telulu stuttered as she had her 
mouth quivering.’I…hope not…‘Sophie 
said frighteningly’Wait!But maybe Heily 
is in there!We need to be brave and go in 
there to check!’ ‘But!’ ‘No buts!Come 
on,do you want to find Heily or 
not?’Sophie stopped Telulu 
instantly.’Well…I do but!’ ‘Then come 
on!Heily has been missing for hours 
already!If we don’t find her now,then she 
might…’ ‘Fine!Fine!Fine!I will come,just…
don’t say the world please!’Telulu finally 
agreed to go in the house.’Good!’Sophie 
answered.They all went into the house 
and what they saw left them have 
goosebumps…
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When they went into the house,all they 
could see were walls that looked like 
someone ripped them and broken chairs 
all over the place.The house was already 
giving chills.They saw another note that 
looked like the one before,but it 
said”Wow,impressive!Can’t believe that 
you kids can figure out this place,but 
remember Heily is mine now and she’s 
gone…forever.Hahaha…”But for some 
reason,they saw Heily walking towards 
them…’Heily!Where have you been!It 
wasn’t funny!We were so worried about 
you!’Telulu cried out.Heily didn’t say 
anything,she just stood still and was 
staring at the friends.’Heily is a bit 
weird,she used to be a very…active 
person and gets scared easily,but she 
doesn’t seem scared being in this 
haunted house…’The friends whispered 
to each other.Heily was freaking them 
out.Then,they finally found something 

that was making Heily act like this…Heily 
was indeed…gone…The Heily that the 
friends were seeing was not Heily.Heily 
was out of this world…Suddenly,”Heily” 
turned into a monster!The friends finally 
believed that the legend about this 
mountain was true!The monster spoke in 
a deep voice,’Hi kids,I’m impressed…I 
thought you guys would give up on 
searching,you guys searched for hours 
and now all of you are here.Now let’s see 
can you guys pass through me!Hahaha…’



The monster started chasing them.When 
it touched Alvin,he was…
GONE!’Alvin!’Telulu screamed out.Within 
a second,Sophie and Silver were…gone 
as well!It was only Telulu and the 
monster.’So,it’s only you and me.I’m 
gonna be kind…I’ll give you two seconds 
to run…’The monster said with a big 
creepy smile on it’s face…Telulu ran as 
fast as she could but…still got caught…

Chapter 4 
Good Bye…

Now,there’s another legend about it…The 
friends are now haunting the entire 
mountain…You know they are there if 
someone is saying’Heily’nonstop…The 
friends will only come out on every 
month’s 19th,so never ever go there on 
those days…Can you guess why?…
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The End…




